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In this report, we recap the Department of Energy’s weekly report on oil inventories and related factors. We 

include our euro and inventory oil model as well. Although the inventory data will be the primary focus of the 
recap, we will add other data when required.  
 

May 25, 2023 

 

Oil prices are rising back into their earlier trading range of $73 to $82 per barrel.   

 
(Source: Barchart.com) 

Commercial crude oil inventories fell a whopping 12.5 mb when compared to the forecast build 

of 1.5 mb.  The SPR fell 1.6 mb, putting the total draw at 14.1 mb. 

 

In the details, U.S. crude oil production rose 0.1 mbpd to 12.3 mbpd.  Exports rose 0.2 mbpd, 

while imports fell 1.0 mbpd.  Refining activity declined 0.3% to 91.7% of capacity.   
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(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

The above chart shows the seasonal pattern for crude oil inventories.  After accumulating oil 

inventory at a rapid pace into mid-February, injections first slowed and then declined.  This 

week’s unexpected drop in stockpiles has put inventories well below seasonal norms.   
 

 
 

Fair value, using commercial inventories and the EUR for independent variables, yields a price 

of $60.59.  Although OPEC+ is trying to stabilize the market, recession worries are clearly 

pressuring crude oil prices. 
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Since the SPR is being used, to some extent, as a buffer stock, we have constructed oil inventory 

charts incorporating both the SPR and commercial inventories.  With another round of SPR sales 

set to happen, the combined storage data will again be important. 
 

 
 

Total stockpiles peaked in 2017 and are now at levels last seen in 2002.  Using total stocks since 

2015, fair value is $94.88.  

 

Market News: 

• Despite promises to cut greenhouse emissions, the G-7 disappointed climate activists by 

avoiding the setting of deadlines for reducing fossil fuel use.  In general, maintaining 

economic growth usually trumps environmental concerns.   

• Left-wing legislators in Congress are pushing for a ban on U.S. oil and gas exports.  

Although we doubt this will get through the GOP-controlled House, such bans do 

occasionally come up in Congress.  Curtailing these exports would be devastating for 

Europe and may not necessarily lead to more domestic supply.   

• Russia has admitted that discounting, in part caused by the price cap, has led to lower 

revenues from oil sales.  Russia is also receiving less for natural gas when selling it to 

China.  China appears to be focusing more on Central Asia for obtaining its natural gas. 

• The IMF has a blog report about the growing integration of the global natural gas market.  

Such integration would be bullish for U.S. natural gas producers.   

• There is a growing consensus that this summer will be a hot one.  We note that Canadian 

wildfires have led to lower Alberta oil production.  Unusually hot weather in Southeast 

Asia has led nations to boost energy consumption, lifting the demand for Russian energy. 

o Russia claims that lower domestic consumption accounts for its higher levels of 

exports and its promised production cuts. 

o New research suggests that warming temperatures will lead to depopulation in the 

areas most affected.  

• India is looking to refill its SPR; the reserve capacity is 39.8 mb and it is looking to buy 

about 10 mb.   

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/20/world/asia/climate-fossil-fuels-g7.html?smid=url-share
https://www.ft.com/content/18ae7257-dd02-4965-9de9-faec5e339be2?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-891a44e6-e070-4322-abc7-f8801824a4cc.html?chunk=0&utm_term=emshare#story0
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-891a44e6-e070-4322-abc7-f8801824a4cc.html?chunk=0&utm_term=emshare#story0
https://www.markey.senate.gov/news/press-releases/sen-markey-reps-espaillat-clarke-announce-legislation-to-ban-us-fossil-fuel-exports
https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/US-Legislators-Attempt-To-Ban-Oil-And-Gas-Exports.html
https://www.ft.com/content/c99fc8e9-35d5-42c6-9361-5012d5dec581?emailId=33087231-cad0-40bb-8bc4-988c73dc5486&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://carnegieendowment.org/politika/89552
https://carnegieendowment.org/politika/89552
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/china-prioritising-turkmenistan-over-russia-next-big-pipeline-project-2023-05-24/
https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USIMF/bulletins/35b8635
https://www.axios.com/2023/05/17/paris-agreement-temperature-prediction-wmo?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2023/05/19/hot-summer-ahead-us-climate-outlook?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axioswhatsnext&stream=science
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/17/climate/canada-wildfires-fracking-oil-gas.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/17/climate/canada-wildfires-fracking-oil-gas.html?smid=url-share
https://www.eastdaley.com/media-and-news/wildfires-cut-oil-and-gas-flows-from-canada?utm_campaign=The%20Daley%20Note&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=258892120&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8tE2emCVnAVPWGMdcbZY5rAg9eGTexTj6a7as5jiD43ZmXkq1aCROQgWl9ubSYKo2j-bsCp9wKT6N4Vqz2Sw84VZDdOw&utm_content=258892120&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-05-21/crippling-heat-waves-deepen-asia-s-reliance-on-russian-energy#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-05-22/russia-uses-less-crude-at-home-but-high-exports-cast-doubt-on-cuts#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41893-023-01132-6?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2023/05/23/climate-change-unprecedented-dangerous-heat?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/india-eyes-refill-of-strategic-oil-stockpiles-as-us-replenishes/articleshow/100334446.cms?from=mdr
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• Nigeria is opening a large refinery.  Its goal is to meet domestic demand for oil products 

in order to curtail imports.   

 

Geopolitical News:   

• Iran and Russia are negotiating to build a rail/shipping line from Moscow through Iran to 

the Indian Ocean.  Shipping facilities to India are also a part of this plan.  Not only would 

this transportation facility bring Russia and Iran closer, but it would also make India 

more likely to align with the emerging China-led bloc.  

o Iran and Russia are also increasing cooperation in energy. 

o Iran’s liquid assets in its sovereign wealth fund are reportedly down to $10 

billion; the fund is said to hold other assets of $140 billion.  The low level of cash 

suggests there is little available in the fund to meet possible funding issues.   

o Iran’s religious government is facing a potential threat from within the Shiite 

movement.  Religion and government don’t always mix very well, even in 

theocracies.  Religion has differing goals to governance, and even authoritarian 

regimes have to make compromises that don’t often sit well with zealots.  Is this 

development a threat to the current regime?  As with all such issues, it is hard to 

say, but its mere existence does raise concerns.   

o Iran dismissed Ali Shamkhani, the secretary for the Supreme National Council, 

which is the body that steers Iran’s security and foreign policy.  He had ties to 

Alireza Akbari, who was deemed to be a spy. 

o In response to recent vessel seizures by Iran, the U.S. Navy is increasing patrols 

in the Persian Gulf. 

• Iran has put its nuclear development facilities underground, and recent reports suggest 

that it has tunneled deeper to the point where U.S. conventional “bunker-buster” weapons 

would not be able to destroy these facilities.  Although this may prompt Iran’s enemies to 

use sabotage and cyberattacks, it also could lead to the use of nuclear bunker-busters 

instead.   

 

Alternative Energy/Policy News: 

• An industry report shows that one of the key factors holding back the energy transition is 

the lack of profitability.  Although we expect this factor to improve with expansion, it 

also highlights the need for government subsidies until scale can be achieved. 

• Another important issue was noted by David Calhoun, the CEO of Boeing (BA, 

$2007.00), who indicated that there is no cheap way to decarbonize air travel and doing 

so would likely lead to much higher prices and less air travel.   

• As lithium demand soars due to EVs, Latin American nations are trying to manage the 

potential boom to benefit their societies.  As we have noted recently, a couple of 

countries are considering nationalizing lithium mining.  We could also see them follow 

the Indonesian model with nickel—force firms to build fabrication and refining plants 

https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/nigeria-commission-dangote-refinery-crude-supply-concern-2023-05-22/
https://tass.ru/ekonomika/17767123
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/iran-talks-up-railway-project-amid-growing-russian-ties
https://www.tehrantimes.com/news/484789/Tehran-Moscow-hold-specialized-meeting-to-boost-co-op-in-energy
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/is-iran-s-sovereign-wealth-fund-running-out-of-money
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/is-iran-s-sovereign-wealth-fund-running-out-of-money
https://amwaj.media/article/deep-dive-the-new-shiite-threat-to-the-islamic-republic-of-iran
https://amwaj.media/article/deep-dive-the-new-shiite-threat-to-the-islamic-republic-of-iran
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/22/world/middleeast/iran-ali-shamkhani-ousted.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/01/world/middleeast/british-spy-execution-iran.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/23/us/politics/us-navy-iran-ship-seizures-strait-of-hormuz.html?smid=url-share
https://apnews.com/article/iran-nuclear-us-penetrator-bomb-c623a3e172298a244e47d5bf404fc55b
https://apnews.com/article/iran-nuclear-natanz-uranium-enrichment-underground-project-04dae673fc937af04e62b65dd78db2e0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_bunker_buster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_bunker_buster
https://www.ft.com/content/af4e4e3c-ef62-4757-9d6d-9431f303830e
https://www.ft.com/content/42099d27-3095-4e10-ba94-a3d33f9ff35a?emailId=c2a512d8-b490-4366-ab19-018b71997062&segmentId=13b7e341-ed02-2b53-e8c0-d9cb59be8b3b
https://www.axios.com/2023/05/16/electric-vehicles-lithium-latin-america-chile-bolivia-argentina?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2023/05/16/electric-vehicles-lithium-latin-america-chile-bolivia-argentina?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
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within their country to prevent these nations from being mere suppliers of raw material.  

Chile has announced new taxes on copper miners. 

o We note that China has been aggressively buying into lithium mines worldwide to 

secure the metal for EVs.   

• JP Morgan (JPM, $138.40) announced $200 million in support for carbon removal.  

Direct carbon capture will likely be necessary to maintain temperatures, and the support 

by this bank is a good sign for the industry.   

• In the scramble to secure metals for EVs, even oil companies are looking to buy into 

production.  Meanwhile, Ford (F, $11.82) is aggressively working to gain access to 

lithium.   

• One of the problems with EVs is the time required to recharge batteries.  At best, it’s a 

20-minute process but often requires hours to fully charge a vehicle.  For EVs used in 

normal commuting, recharging at home usually addresses this issue.  However, for road 

trips, EVs are simply less convenient when compared to internal combustion engine 

vehicles.  One idea that has been around for a while is battery swapping.  If an EV is built 

to have removable batteries, it is then possible to build facilities that will house charged 

batteries where drivers can swap their discharged batteries for charged ones.  If such 

infrastructure is built, it would shorten the downtime of getting a recharged battery to that 

of buying gasoline.  There is renewed interest in this idea, but the problem is that if solid-

state-battery technology evolves, recharging times should decline to rival gasoline 

refilling.   

• We have been closely watching the evolution of China’s EV manufacturing.  

Increasingly, it looks like China has developed world-class quality vehicles at low prices.  

We recommend this Sinocism podcast for details.  Chinese cars represent a serious threat 

to European and U.S. automakers.  Essentially, Western governments are facing a 

dilemma.  If they open up their markets to Chinese EVs, the energy transition will move 

faster and doing so will likely contain inflation, but the cost would be losing this market 

to China.  Or they could use tariffs and quotas to ban Chinese vehicles, slow the energy 

transition, and face higher inflation.  Our expectation is that the second outcome is most 

likely.  

o On a related note, Honda’s (HMC, $28.48) Chinese joint venture is starting to 

export EVs and plug-in hybrids abroad.  The first sales are going to Europe. 

o Although we have been reporting on the world’s dependence on China for energy 

transition materials, this link has an attractive graphic that highlights China’s 

dominance. 

o An important element of China’s dominance is in the processing of energy 

transition metals.  Other nations are trying to build more processing outside of 

China, but one of the reasons China leads the industry is that it has lower costs.  

China’s processing superiority has led to vertical integration in components.  On a 

related note, Indonesia is trying to build a nickel processing industry to 

complement its preeminence in nickel mining; it’s not as easy as it looks.   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-spends-billions-on-risky-bets-to-lock-down-worlds-lithium-39e174e8?st=mxilq0ufsagnh74&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-a56a6e28-6de6-4135-8960-852089d0d722.html?chunk=4&utm_term=emshare#story4
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/21/business/economy/minerals-electric-cars-batteries.html?smid=url-share
https://www.wsj.com/articles/exxon-joins-hunt-for-lithium-in-bet-on-ev-boom-1d72cdd6?st=b0k3uosnd4w1ltw&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/beda47bf-30df-490e-a797-c1ecac920e32?segmentId=98583035-ac35-a0ba-ed44-378e53f8caec
https://www.ft.com/content/beda47bf-30df-490e-a797-c1ecac920e32?segmentId=98583035-ac35-a0ba-ed44-378e53f8caec
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-whats-next-9505576f-0bad-4bd3-94d0-07b1a9c8faa3.html?chunk=0&utm_term=emshare#story0
https://www.motortrend.com/features/solid-state-ev-car-batteries-challenges/
https://www.businessinsider.com/cheap-chinese-electric-cars-will-upend-the-us-vehicle-market-2023-5
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/sinocism-podcast-tu-le-of-sino-auto-insights-on-the/id1593909182?i=1000612340213
https://www.thewirechina.com/2023/04/16/microvast-playing-both-sides/
https://www.thewirechina.com/2023/04/16/microvast-playing-both-sides/
https://sc.mp/o7gl?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3221575
https://www.lazard.com/research-insights/critical-materials-geopolitics-interdependence-and-strategic-competition/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/23/business/australia-lithium-refining.html?smid=url-share
https://www.theinformation.com/articles/the-electric-welcome-to-catls-world
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Asia-Insight/Indonesia-bets-on-critical-mineral-export-bans-as-deadline-nears?utm_campaign=IC_asia_daily_free&utm_medium=email&utm_source=NA_newsletter&utm_content=article_link
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• Europe was hoping to get access to U.S. subsidies for EV production.  It looks like 

negotiations have stalled, leaving the EU at a disadvantage.   

• As EVs become more prevalent in the West, ICE vehicles are ending up in the 

developing world.   

• China is also rapidly expanding into nuclear power. 

• Although fixed solar-panel arrays are the most typical deployment of these generating 

devices, floating panels in bays or lakes are common in Asia.  We are starting to see such 

arrays in the U.S. as well. 

• One of the problems with solar and wind power is its intermittency.  Because the power 

doesn’t flow regularly, utilities must keep traditional power backups to meet conditions 

where wind or sun power isn’t available.  Obviously, batteries would solve this problem, 

but sadly, “metal” batteries are expensive.  We are seeing increasing reports, though, of 

creative ways of storing energy by either heating water or salt in the earth and using it to 

push a turbine or by using pumped storage.   

• The EU’s joint purchasing program for natural gas is being seen as a success.  By 

combining buying power, the Europeans have been able to purchase natural gas at lower 

prices than they otherwise would have been able.  Now the EU wants to branch out by 

using that same buying power to purchase hydrogen and other “green” materials. 

• Last week, we commented on U.S. funding for carbon capture projects.  One of the 

downsides is that if the CO2 escapes, it can be deadly.  It is this fear that drives the 

permitting delays. 

• California has approved 45 new transmission projects worth a total of $7.3 billion. 

• In Europe, refiners are experimenting with using cow manure processed into methane to 

provide the energy needed for refining crude oil. 

• There are constant tensions between those who aim to streamline permitting and the 

parties that want to prevent any sort of disruption.  Interestingly enough, this opposition 

is not just against fossil-fuel development.  A recent example involves the Burning Man 

festival in Nevada, which is tangling with a geothermal development. 

• Although lithium, rare earths, and cobalt dominate the headlines regarding the energy 

transition, aluminum is also a key metal.  It is an important component for solar power 

and it reduces weight in vehicles which in turn improves fuel efficiency.  Despite this 

importance, it has been mostly neglected by policymakers.  Aluminum is sometimes 

called “molten electricity” due to the large amount of electricity needed to smelt the 

metal.  Because it takes so much electricity to make, production in the West has been 

falling.  This neglect may sadly lead to yet another supply problem in the future. 

   

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes 
only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  Any investment or strategy discussed 
may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and 
financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change. 
 

https://www.politico.com/news/2023/05/21/us-eu-clean-car-deal-00098092?nname=playbook&nid=0000014f-1646-d88f-a1cf-5f46b7bd0000&nrid=0000014e-f0fe-dd93-ad7f-f8ff7e250002&nlid=630318
https://www.cnn.com/2023/05/21/africa/west-africa-benin-used-cars-climate-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/05/21/africa/west-africa-benin-used-cars-climate-intl/index.html
https://www.woodmac.com/horizons/making-new-nuclear-power-viable-in-the-energy-transition/?utm_source=inside-track&utm_medium=email&utm_content=horizons-nuclear-option-22may23-iss220&utm_campaign=inside-track-may-2023
https://apnews.com/article/floating-solar-ramping-up-climate-change-renewable-energy-7316dbfe9db23363aacadcd133cbd408
https://apnews.com/article/floating-solar-ramping-up-climate-change-renewable-energy-7316dbfe9db23363aacadcd133cbd408
https://www.thecooldown.com/green-tech/earthen-battery-energysolar-france/
https://www.ft.com/content/3b65f66f-a19b-4284-abf7-5b52d96bab13?desktop=true&segmentId=7c8f09b9-9b61-4fbb-9430-9208a9e233c8#myft:notification:daily-email:content
https://www.ft.com/content/3b65f66f-a19b-4284-abf7-5b52d96bab13?desktop=true&segmentId=7c8f09b9-9b61-4fbb-9430-9208a9e233c8#myft:notification:daily-email:content
https://www.npr.org/2023/05/21/1172679786/carbon-capture-carbon-dioxide-pipeline
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/california-grid-operator-signs-off-73-billion-power-lines-2023-05-19/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/22/business/oil-refiner-manure-greener-future.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/17/business/burning-man-geothermal-plant-nevada.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/17/business/burning-man-geothermal-plant-nevada.html?smid=url-share
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/aluminium-is-wests-critical-minerals-blind-spot-2023-05-23/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/aluminium-is-wests-critical-minerals-blind-spot-2023-05-23/
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